Hong Kong is an intoxicating place - spectacular, exotic and accessible. Whether you’re getting lost among the trinkets and swallow™s nests of Sheung Wan™s winding alleyways, devouring steaming baskets of dumplings or taking in the soaring skyline views from the Bank of China Tower™s 43rd floor - this guide can take you there.

About the Author.
Piera Chen es una escritora de viajes que divide su tiempo entre Hong Kong (su hogar), Taiwán y Vancouver, cuando no está de viaje. Es autora de más de una d

King Kong (better known as King Kong Encounter and also known as Kongfrontation during opening and King Kong: The Ride) was an attraction formerly part of the Studio Tour at Universal Studios Hollywood in Los Angeles. The attraction was based on the 1976 King Kong film and served as a basis for a stand-alone Kongfrontation, a former attraction at Universal Studios Florida. The scene, located amongst the New York Street backlot sets in the heart of the studios, was destroyed in the 2008 Universal Hong Kong Encounter book. Read reviews from world™s largest community for readers.

What Will Your Hong Kong Encounter Be?
...a romantic evening trip across the harbor on the Star Ferry (p16) ...slipping in to Man Mo Temple to check out the giant incense coils (p47) ...finally finding the perfect black cheongsam (on sale, too) (p50) ...taking a taxi all the way up to.